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Now that Black has been murdered, the gang is left to pick up the pieces and find out who murdered

him. Shamari is finally free and now faced with a decision: Will he turn back to the streets? Starr is

armed with new information about Q's involvement in Trey's death and she is determined to cut him

off but how? Enter Stunna a tall, dark and extremely confident hustler from the streets of Atlanta. He

wants Starr to be his lady but not if his Sister Mickey can help it. Fresh is on the run and he wants

Jada to help him. Jada is faced with a choice between Shamari and Fresh and though Jada is in

love with Fresh, she doesn't seem too happy about new girl Avaâ€™s interest in Shamari. Kingpin

Wifeys Season 3 will be the best yet.
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Dislike not, addicted and amazed with the old and new characters. I was patiently waiting on the

delivery of another book to a great series. There's some shady new characters that has piqued my

interest. It's like watching the Wire, drama and people you love and hate at the same time. The

ending had me on the cliff and wanting more, get and read this series if you want raw emotions, the



plot will leave you wondering what's next, and why.Special thanks to the author for diligently working

on your craft and sharing your gift, Its appreciated and indeed an amazing, heartfelt, heartbreaker,

and drama filled series that I will read and recommend to all.

Didn't really Care to much for this one. I feel it was just a book to keep us thinking about the

characters but was just repeating itself. Kevin you have definitely dos better with the other book of

you continue to pull along this story and give us books like this to read might as well you finish the

series

Kevin Elliott does it again!!! With the death of Black in the last episode, I was a little concerned that

the next installment might somehow weaken or become watered down. Boy was I wrong, the

characters are as rich and vibrant as ever!!! I'm holding Mr. Elliott to his statement of the next

episode being released within 30 days!!! Don't make us wait too long!!! I promise this is a page

turner and you won't be disappointed.

This book is just as good as the rest of the series which isn't surprising. As usual I cannot wait for

the next installment. A lot of twists and turns but it leaves me with some unanswered questions.

Next book please!

K., I love you and your creative ability. I feel like I'm a character in the book. It was disheartening to

lose Black, he was vital to the plot. I'm worried about Q and his loyalty to Fresh and his involvement

in Trey's demise. I like how Fresh and Jada's relationship is progressing; however, I'm sure

something will impose on their happiness. I'm not sure I like Ava and I'm certain TeTe and Shamira

will hook up soon. Agent Daniels need to pay for killing Black and being so extremely dishonest and

deceitful!!! When can I anticipate the next book. I am feenin'

K. ELLIOTT STRIKES AGAIN!!!From Agent Daniels to Ava!!! What is going to happen next???!!!

The Kingpin Wifeys series has yet to disappoint!! Can't wait for the second Part of season 3!!! This

season is already proving to be better than the first two!!! Desperation is definitely in the air! From

Agent Daniels searching for his next mule to Ava's ex searching for her, or he is???? Will Jada fold

under pressure? Will Shamari chance life behind bars trying to eat on the streets??Will Starr give Q

another chance? Or will she find love with Stunna?? And most importantly is Fresh really going to

face the music and turn himself in??? Will the truth finally come out about Trey and his death??!!! K.



Elliott, 30 days is too long to wait for my questions to be answered!!!! What I do know is that

although my favorite character Black is gone, the new characters are already proving to be just as

exciting!!!!

Ok so you do it yet again why couldn't Jada be pregnant by Black why won't Starr stop being a

douche and take Q will the detective meet his fate the questions go on and on only thing I don't like

is they end to darn fast lol

It seems no matter what things are not always what it seems . Not everyone is the product of their

environment. It take a strong will to think outside the box, your only what you make yourself to be so

if you keep that single minded mentality then you are doomed to fail. Sometimes you have to think

outside the box. The characters in this book seems to keep going in the same circle, no one wants

to think outside that box to make their life better,just because it's easy money doesn't mean that is

good money,anything can happen. Love this book, can't wait to see what happens.
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